Hickory Ridge Elementary School

BEHAVIOR FLOW CHART

1-4 Tally Marks – Handled in the CR by Teacher “G-S”

Tally Mark #5 (N)

Phone call home/letter/email/ClassDojo (Teacher)

Tally Mark #7 (N)

Referral to Guidance and Enter into BrightBytes/Phone call home (Counselor)

Tally Mark #8 (U)

Reset Referral (2 occurrences and then proceed to next step)

Tally Mark #9 (U)

Phone call home with Overnight Suspension/Mandatory Parent Conference (SRT)

Tally Mark #10 (U)

Suspension will be issued (Administrator)

Student Expectations

Respectful & Responsible

Optimistic

Collegiate

Knowledgeable

Engaged w/Enthusiasm

Trustworthy

Striving for Success

H.A.L.L.S

C.A.F.E

Teacher Expectations

• Clip board in possession at all times

• Standing at the classroom door during transition

• Monitoring all students at all times (Constant adult supervision)

• Follow the steps and let the system work!

Rocket Pride

Personal

Responsibility

In

Delivering

Excellence

Offenses such as • carrying illegal drugs and/or weapons, • fighting and/or causing serious bodily harm to others, • credible/substantive threat of harm; • possession of a dangerous weapon (firearm, knife, taser, explosive, etc.); • assault/fighting resulting in serious bodily injury to staff/student(s) can supersede the tracking process. These offenses will result in automatic loss of E-Party.